SOME JHR SPECIFICITIES
LWR with a spectrum harder than a « standard » PWR/BWR Fuel: U 3 Si 2 -Al with e% 235 U ≥ 20% A high power density Presence of specific isotopes:
27 Al (fuel matrix, cladding, rack, structure,…) 9 Be (reflector) Hf (control rods) 
NEEDS OF INTEGRAL VALIDATION
The accuracy of 27 Al, 9 Be, Hf ND has a direct impact on the accuracy of the calculations of JHR safety and performance parameters (n and γ):
Few feedback on 27 Al ND => important for reactivity calculation Few feedback on 9 Be ND => important for the calculation of the plate power close to the reflector, radial macroscopic flux shape in the core, neutron flux levels and γ heating in the reflector 
ANALYSIS OF THE RESIDUAL REACTIVITY MEASUREMENT (C-E) value very satisfactory
Direct propagation of a priori nuclear data uncertainty on reactivity -> 670 pcm (1σ) uncertainty (360 pcm only comes from 27 Al nuclear data) Core criticality adjusted with the insertion of an automatic pilot rod Measurement of core reactivity with the divergence technique when the pilot rod is withdrawn 
B. The Calculation Bias and posterior uncertainty due to nuclear data for JHR
Neutronic weight of the experiment concerning the Reactor: (ratio between the experimental uncertainties and the ND uncertainties)
Bias on the Reactor calculated reactivity as a function of the bias on the Experiment calculated reactivity :
From a AMMON/REF ND bias = +376 pcm (1σ), a JHR bias ND = +250 pcm (1σ) is expected
Reduction of the uncertainties due to Nuclear Data (depending of the representativity and the weight):
From a 597pcm (1σ) prior uncertainty, the reduction gives 328 pcm (1σ) posterior uncertainty on the JHR reactivity ( )
With the transfer coefficient : 
